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CROP WASHINGTON TENANT BRAND GETS FIRST BULK PURCHASE AND 31%
THC CONTENT RATING FOR ITS PREMIUM FLOWER
March 12th, 2019 - VANCOUVER, BRITISH COLUMBIA - CROP INFRASTRUCTURE
CORP. (CSE: CROP) (OTC: CRXPF) (Frankfurt: 2FR) announced today that its Washington
State tenant Wheeler Park (“The Park”) has established a bulk cannabis customer relationship
and its first 150 lbs of flower has been delivered at $400 per pound of its smaller flower and trim
grown through the previous soil method.
The Park recently completed the final conversion to a 100% hydroponic facility and all the
remaining soil medium material has been removed and all product has been sold. A perpetual
harvest system is now being utilized with cannabis strains that have a 55-60 day flower cycle.
The facility is designed to average 1,000 pounds per month.
Bulk sales compliment the tenant’s ongoing sales strategy to establish itself as a premiere
cannabis flower and extraction brand given the ongoing organic nature and high return THC
level the company has seen in its lab testing. The company’s Evolution Cannabis brand was
recently featured on High Times’ social media for its large bricks of THC honeycomb.
The strains included in the sale are Bubba Kush, Dutch Hawaiian, Ghost Train, Green Crack,
Star Killer, WA Cookies and originating from the previous soil medium. Furthermore, the
company has received additional tests results between 29%-31% THCA for its premium flower
line that will be sold under the Evolution Cannabis brand.
Additionally, the ‘Master Grower’ has introduced new cloning and pruning regimes to promote
healthier and more robust harvests. Also, a new growing medium is being tested for mother
plants and clones that is showing promising growth pattern and more vigorous root development.
This is expected to increase harvest yields and cloning viability.
CROP CEO, Michael Yorke, stated: “While testing results of our premium product continues to
be outstanding, our tenant brand sales team is doing a fantastic job of using bulk sales to cover
facility overhead and turn over older less desirable products. Perpetual harvest means the product
is always fresh and maximizes throughput. The farm has the lowest cost power in North America
at $0.02 per kWh, which is a huge advantage as it significantly reduces production costs.”
About CROP
Crop is publicly listed company trading under symbol CROP.CSE. The company is focused on
cannabis branding and real estate assets. CROP’s portfolio of projects includes cultivation
properties in California, two in Washington State, a 1,000-acre Nevada cannabis farm, 2,115 acres
of Hemp CBD farms, and a growing portfolio of common share equity in upcoming listings within
the cannabis space.
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CROP has developed a portfolio of assets including Canna Drink, a cannabis infused functional
beverage line and 16 Cannabis brands.
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Disclaimer for Forward-Looking Information
Certain statements in this press release are forward-looking statements are not based on historical facts, but rather on
current expectations and projections about future events and are therefore subject to risks and uncertainties which could
cause actual results to differ materially from the future results expressed or implied by the forward-looking statements. In
addition, marijuana remains a Schedule I drug under the United States Controlled Substances Act of 1970. Although
Congress has prohibited the US Justice Department from spending federal funds to interfere with the implementation of
state medical marijuana laws, this prohibition must be renewed each year to remain in effect. These statements generally
can be identified by the use of forward-looking words such as “may”, “should”, “could”, “intend”, “estimate”, “plan”,
“anticipate”, “expect”, “believe” or “continue”, or the negative thereof or similar variations. Forward-looking statements in
this news release include statements regarding the expected returns from the California Project; the technological effects
of California Project; the intention to expand its portfolio; and execute on its business plan. Such statements are qualified
in their entirety by the inherent risks and uncertainties surrounding the regulatory and legal framework regarding the
cannabis industry in general among all levels of government and zoning; risks associated with applicable securities laws
and stock exchange rules relating to the cannabis industry; risks associated with maintaining its interests in its various
assets; the ability of the Company to finance operations and execute its business plan and other factors beyond the control
of the Company. Such forward-looking statements should therefore be construed in light of such factors, and the Company
is not under any obligation, and expressly disclaims any intention or obligation, to update or revise any forward-looking
statements, whether as a result of new information, future events or otherwise, except as required by applicable law.
The CSE has not reviewed, approved or disapproved the content of this press release.

